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Walter Hartwell "Walt" White Sr., also known by his clandestine pseudonym "Heisenberg", is the main protagonist of
Breaking Bad. He was a chemist and a former chemistry teacher in Albuquerque, New Mexico, who, after being
diagnosed with Stage 3A inoperable lung cancer, started manufacturing.

Breaking Bad has given me a way to explain Albuquerque without saying a word. Albuquerque is a city
plagued by mediocrity â€” a drying river, a losing football team the University of New Mexico Lobos , a
dearth of ambition. It will always be my home, even if I am far away. He wants to ensure the well-being of his
wife and children after his death. No sin too great, no hell too deep. This faithfulness to family is the lifeblood
of Albuquerque. Everything that lives in the desert has had to fight to stay alive, and survival requires banding
together. Everyone seems to know everyone here. Reaching any city of similar size means at least four hours
of highway driving. Same goes for those who favor honky-tonks or feed stores. Because this city is small,
because it has an on-again, off-again relationship with the law â€” a legacy of its Wild West days, when New
Mexico was the home of Billy the Kid â€” you encounter people from all walks of life who have made a lot of
risky decisions. Back home, sex, alcohol and weed began in middle school. By freshman year of high school,
coke at parties was commonplace. When the club-music craze took over, the drugs Ecstasy and Molly were
widespread. Off and on, people got into heroin. It just sort of showed up in front of you on a Wednesday
morning, and you had to make the call, right then and there. I often cited my status as a competitive runner as
a reason to not partake in one drug or another. You think you are that good? Look at Michael Phelps. He
smokes weed, and you are never going to be that good, so why take yourself so seriously? Who are you to
think that you can really do something in this world? At the end of the day, all you have â€” and all you really
need â€” are your friends and family and a little cash for some Bud Light, so why try to reach for anything
else? In a place like Boston or Chicago, there is a tangible and prominent upper echelon to which to aspire.
Not so in Albuquerque. You can get away with a lot in this city. Most people never got caught. We were smart
kids, but we still did this sort of thing. And when that sense goes awry, you can go to astonishing extremes
that have a surprisingly long run, like Walter White, the teacher turned meth lord. To be best known for your
worst flaws is never ideal, but Albuquerque has embraced Breaking Bad as a redeemer. It always has been,
and likely always will be. It makes everything whole â€” everything unbroken â€” seem more precious.
Madeleine Carey is a senior at Tufts University studying biology. The views expressed are solely her own.
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Walter R. White of Moline, passed peacefully Thursday, February 2, , at UnityPoint Health - Trinity Rock Island, Rock
Island, IL, surrounded by his loving family, following a brief illness. Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Saturday,
February 11, , at Riverside United Methodist Church, 16th Street, Moline, with a repass.

My dad is amazing. That it was going to happen soon. That it was real. Then I thought about a lot of stuff. I
guess I kind of took him for granted or something. I mean, our parents are just always there. You expect them
to always be bugging you to clean up your room or study harder or have good manners or try new things to
grow up to be a more well-rounded person one day. And make you get up early on the weekend to have
"family time" and all that other stuff that used to drive me crazy. Since I realized that one day in the near
future, he might not be around to drive me crazy. Now I feel lucky when he asks me about my day I used to
totally hate that question or nags me about coming home on time at night and being respon- sible. Now I feel
lucky when I hear his car pulling into the driveway after school. I even like to hear him cough- ing. I mean,
super brainiac annoying. He knows the most random stuff. Like how at room temperature, mercury is the only
metal that is in liquid form. In fact, the water level will go down. Sometimes they call him Mr. Wallabee
which is the name of the totally loser shoes he always wears. Some kids dissed him just to get on my nerves. I
only just figured out what a good qual- ity that is. Whether I wanted to be or not. Anyway, I always just
wanted to be some regular kid in school but because of my dad being a teacher there I was different. I realize
two things now. First, I am already different because I have C. So in that way, we get along. I know he cares.
After our family, chemistry and teaching kids is what he loves the best. I really want to make sure he gets to
keep doing what he loves to do for a long time. For him, for his students, and for me and my family. And that
was before he got his diagnosis. Not because I want to make him mad or upset, but because I want him to have
a fighting chance no matter what. But we want him around and we want him to try everything he can to stay
with us as long as possible. This surgery is the one chance there is to save his life. I want her to know him for
herself. What a wonderful dad I have, But he is in trouble. He needs an operation. To help, please send your
contribution to our operation fund and keep my Dad in your prayers!
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Discover Walter White famous and rare quotes. Share Walter White quotations about cancer and choices. "Chemistry is,
well technically, chemistry is the study.

Early life[ edit ] White was the fourth of seven children born in Atlanta to George W. Among the new middle
class of blacks , also called the Talented Tenth , George and Madeline, both born into slavery, ensured that
Walter and each of their children got an education. She had been briefly married in to Marshall King, who
died the same year. There he was exposed to instruction which had been enriched by a decade of W. Of all the
black denominations in Georgia, the Congregationalists were among the most socially, politically and
financially powerful. He emphasized in his autobiography, A Man Called White p. My skin is white, my eyes
are blue, my hair is blond. The traits of my race are nowhere visible upon me. All members of his immediate
family had fair skin, and his mother, Madeline, was also blue-eyed and blonde. Harrison had six children with
Dilsia and, much later, was elected president of the United States. The wealthy white man bought her a house,
had four children with her, and passed on some wealth to them. George and Madeline took a kind but firm
approach in rearing their children, encouraging hard work and regular schedules. His father forbade Walter
from reading any books less than 25 years old so he chose to read Dickens , Thackeray , and Trollope by the
time he was He began to develop skills to pass for white , which he used later to preserve his safety as a civil
rights investigator for the NAACP in the South. See Atlanta Conference of Negro Problems. After graduating
in , White took a position with the Standard Life Insurance Company, one of the new and most successful
businesses started by blacks in Atlanta. He and other leaders were successful in getting the Atlanta School
Board to support improving education for black children, who were taught in segregated schools, which were
traditionally underfunded by the white-dominated legislature. White became an undercover agent in
investigating lynchings in the South, which were at a peak. He sometimes became involved in Klan groups in
the South to expose those involved in lynchings and other murders. In the Little Rock, Arkansas , area he
escaped on a train, having been harbored by several prominent black families because of threats that a black
man "passing for white" was being hunted down to be lynched. The NAACP publicized information about
these crimes, but virtually none was ever prosecuted by local or state southern governments. To become a
popular leader, White had to compete with the appeal of Marcus Garvey ; he learned to display a skillful
verbal dexterity. They had two children, Jane White , who became an actress on Broadway and television; and
Walter Carl Darrow White, who lived in Germany for much of his adult life. Many of his black colleagues and
acquaintances were offended. Some claimed the leader had always wanted to be white; others said he had
always been white. He could "pass" and talk to whites as one of them, but he could talk to blacks as one of
them and identified with them. Such work was dangerous: White became a master of incognito investigating.
He started with a letter from a friend who recruited new members of the KKK. White was threatened by
anonymous letters that stated his life would be in danger if he ever divulged any of the confidential
information he had received. White first investigated the October Elaine Race Riot , where white vigilantes
and Federal troops in Phillips County, Arkansas killed more than black sharecroppers. The case had both labor
and racial aspects. Black sharecroppers were meeting on issues related to organizing with an agrarian union,
which whites were attempting to suppress. They had established guards because of the threat, and a white man
was killed. The white militias had come to the town and hunted down blacks in retaliation for that death and to
suppress the labor movement. Brough gave White a letter of recommendation to help him meet people and his
autographed photograph. Learning that his identity was discovered, White was in Phillips County briefly
before taking the first train back to Little Rock. The conductor told him that he was leaving "just when the fun
is going to start" because they had found out that there was a "damned yellow nigger down here passing for
white and the boys are going to get him. Governor Brough asked the United States Postal Service to prohibit
mailings of the Chicago Defender and The Crisis to Arkansas, and others tried to get an injunction against
distribution of the Defender at the local level. Its ruling overturned the Elaine convictions and established
important precedent about the conduct of trials. Some of the courtroom audience were armed, as was a mob
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outside, so there was intimidation of the court and jury. The 79 black defendants had been quickly tried and
convicted by an all-white jury: No white man was prosecuted for any of the many black deaths. Weeks after
White started in his new position at the NAACP, nine black teenagers looking for work were arrested after a
fight with a group of white teens as the train both groups were riding on passed through Scottsboro, Alabama.
Locked in a cell awaiting trial, the "Scottsboro boys looked to be prime lynching material: Scottsboro was an
important battle ground for the two groups. To White, "Communism meant that blacks have two strikes
against them: Ultimately, the Communist leaders failed to consolidate their position with blacks. White said,
"The shortsightedness of the Communist leaders in the United States led to their eventual failure ; Had they
been more intelligent, honest, and truthful there is no way of estimating how deeply they might have
penetrated into Negro life and consciousness. He advised white America to reconsider its position of unfair
treatment because they might find the black population choosing radical alternative methods of protest. In the
intervening years it had become increasingly clear that the tragedy of a Scottsboro lies, not in the bitterly cruel
injustice which it works upon its immediate victims, but also, and perhaps even more, in the cynical use of
human misery by Communists in propagandizing Communism, and in the complacency with which a
democratic government views the basic evils from which such a case arises. A majority of Americans still
ignore, the plain implications in similar tragedies. The Irish were considered highly political and strongly
territorial against other groups, including more recent white immigrants from eastern Europe. In the late s,
newspapers reported a decreasing number of southern lynchings but postwar violence in Northern and
Midwestern cities increased under the competition for work and housing by returning veterans, immigrants
and black migrants. In the Great Migration , hundreds of thousands of blacks were leaving the South for jobs
in the North. The Pennsylvania Railroad recruited tens of thousands of workers from Florida alone. Rural
violence also continued. White investigated violence in in Lowndes and Brooks counties, Georgia. The worst
case was when "a pregnant black woman [was] tied to a tree and burned alive after which the mob split her
open, and her child, still alive, was thrown to the ground and stomped by some of the members. In , the Dyer
Anti-Lynching Bill was passed overwhelmingly by the House, the " first piece of legislation passed by the
House of Representatives since Reconstruction that specifically protected blacks from lynchings. Blacks were
then largely disfranchised in southern states, which were politically controlled by white Democrats. At the
turn of the 20th century, the state legislatures had passed discriminatory laws and constitutions that effectively
created barriers to voter registration and closed blacks out of the political process. White sponsored other civil
rights legislation, which was also defeated by the Southern block: Southerners had to mount a major political
and financial effort to take the Castigan-Wagner bill out of consideration and to defeat the Gavagan bill. If
Walter White should consent to have this bill laid aside its advocates would desert it as quickly as football
players unscramble when the whistle of the referee is heard. American fears of communism were heightened,
and the FBI had been trying to classify civil rights activists as communists. White feared a backlash that might
cost the NAACP its tax-exempt status and end up with people equating civil rights with communism. Lost
Shepherd, a leaflet against Robeson, which was written under a pseudonym. Knopf , White was one of the
founders of the "New Negro" cultural flowering. Popularly known as the Harlem Renaissance , the period was
one of intense literary and artistic production. Harlem became the center of black American intellectual and
artistic life. It attracted creative people from across the nation, as did New York City in general. White never
returned the costumes to Hurston, who repeatedly asked for them by mail. Fire in the Flint and Flight His
non-fiction book Rope and Faggot: A Biography of Judge Lynch was a study of lynching. Unfinished at his
death was Blackjack, a novel on Harlem life and the career of an African-American boxer. An Interview with
Judge Lynch, a study of lynching.
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SendBeatsTo. SendBeatsTo makes it easy for music producers to send their beats to major and independent artists,
and be notified when artists have read their email, listened to, downloaded and rated their beat.

Bryan Cranston Walter White, a high school chemistry teacher and family man, learns he has inoperable lung
cancer. The two become known for their top-quality blue meth, but success has its complications: Walt finds
himself in over his head in the drug underworld. After Walt and Jesse are kidnapped by their psychotic
distributor, Tuco Salamanca , the two try to run the business on their own. Saul helps them out, and even
hooks Walt up with a new distributor: Meanwhile, two Cartel killers head to Albuquerque to avenge the death
of their cousin Tuco. To save Walt, Gus steers them to Hank, who survives their ambush but is severely
injured. Hank renews his pursuit of Heisenberg after being asked by a friend on the police force to review the
Gale Boetticher murder case. The comment reenergizes Hank, who begins to connect the dots between Gale
and Gus. Tio and Gus both perish when the bomb goes off. Meanwhile, Skyler grows increasingly distant
from Walt, afraid of him and the danger he might bring to their doorstep. She continues to launder his money,
but insists the kids live with Hank and Marie. Walt initially refuses, but is forced to go along with her demand
when she fakes a mental breakdown. Walt, Jesse and Mike orchestrate a train robbery to procure more
methylamine after the DEA begins tracking barrels from their former source, Lydia. All goes well until their
new associate Todd kills an innocent boy in the process. This incident pushes Jesse and Mike to quit the meth
business, infuriating Walt. He and Jesse part ways. Walt helps him leave, but when Mike refuses to identify
the nine imprisoned men that could incriminate them all, Walt kills him in a fit of rage. Left on his own, Walt
turns to Lydia and Todd to help him orchestrate the murders of the men in prison. He hires Todd as his new
cooking partner. Eventually, Skyler brings Walt to a storage unit filled with money. The kids come back
home, and Hank and Marie visit the White house for a barbeque. He realizes that his milquetoast
brother-in-law might be connected to Heisenberg. An M60 machine gun. He holds the honor of being the first
actor in a cable series, and the second lead actor in the history of the Emmy Awards, to receive three
consecutive wins. Last year, Cranston was heard as the voice of Vitaly in Madagascar 3: Born into a show
business family and raised in Southern California, Cranston made his acting debut at the age of 8 in a United
Way commercial. While on a cross-country motorcycle trip with his brother, he discovered community theater
and began exploring every aspect of the stage. Soon, he was cast in a summer stock company. He has also
guest-starred on numerous TV programs. Cranston continues to pursue his love for theater whenever possible.
Cranston is also a dedicated screenwriter and director. He wrote the original romantic drama Last Chance as a
birthday gift for his wife, Robin Dearden, and directed and starred in the film. In early , Cranston served as
executive producer and star of an exclusive online series called The Handlers for Atom. The comedic short
series followed Cranston as the character Jack Power and his race to win a seat on the state senate. Cranston
also produced an instructional DVD called KidSmartz, which is designed to educate families on how to stay
safe from child abduction and Internet predators.
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Now! To help, please send your contribution to our operation fund and keep my Dad in your prayers! Home. WALTER
WHITE. Father, Husband & Teacher. What a wonderful dad.

Character biography[ edit ] Background and personality[ edit ] Walter White was an only child. He studied
chemistry at the California Institute of Technology , where he conducted research on proton radiography that
helped a team win a Nobel Prize in Chemistry in RJ Mitte , who has cerebral palsy. Skyler is also pregnant
with their second child, Holly, who is born at the end of season two. Walt is impressed by the monetary
returns from the meth operation, and Hank offers to take him as a ride-along to a DEA bust. The next day,
Walt faints at the car wash and is taken to a hospital; there, he is told he has inoperable lung cancer and will
likely die in two years. During the ride-along, Hank busts a crystal meth ring; Walt sees one of his former
students, Jesse Pinkman Aaron Paul , fleeing the scene, and deduces that Jesse is part of the operation. Walt
gives Jesse his life savings to buy an RV that they can use as a rolling meth lab. Walt improvises a batch of
red phosphorus that kills Emilio and incapacitates Krazy Walt decides to let Krazy-8 go after getting to know
him, but is ultimately forced to strangle him to death with a bike lock after discovering that Krazy-8 was
planning to stab him with a broken piece of plate. Walt eventually tells his family about his cancer diagnosis,
and they urge him to undergo expensive chemotherapy using money offered by Gretchen and Elliot. Walt
secretly refuses the money, using his drug earnings to pay for treatment. The chemotherapy causes him to lose
his hair, and he shaves his head and adopts the street name "Heisenberg", based on the theoretical physicist
Werner Karl Heisenberg , [14] which he uses when he interacts with drug dealers. The partnership is unstable,
but after Walt and Jesse deliver their first batch of meth, Tuco intimidates the pair by senselessly beating one
of his own men, No-Doze Cesar Garcia , to death in front of them. Meanwhile, a paranoid Tuco kidnaps Walt
and Jesse. They manage to escape, however, and Tuco is killed in a gunfight with Hank. Walt explains his
disappearance by claiming that he had gone into a fugue state as a result of his cancer medication and simply
wandered off. Walt hires unscrupulous criminal attorney Saul Goodman Bob Odenkirk to cover his
involvement in the drug trade and launder his drug money. Gus is reluctant after meeting Jesse, who is now
using heroin with his girlfriend Jane Margolis Krysten Ritter. Walt refuses to give Jesse his share of their drug
money, but Jane blackmails him. Walt accidentally turns Jane over and causes her to choke on her own vomit,
but he does nothing to save her and watches her die. Meanwhile, with his cancer in remission, Walt undergoes
an operation to remove the remaining cancerous growth. Walt watches the accident in horror, unaware that he
is indirectly responsible for it. Season 3[ edit ] When Skyler demands to know what Walt has been hiding, he
admits that he has been cooking meth. Horrified, Skyler asks for a divorce in return for her silence, and
demands that Walt move out. She ultimately comes to uneasily accept the situation and helps Walt launder his
drug money, but refuses to have anything to do with him outside of business. Walt tries to get back at her by
making a pass at the principal at his school, who puts him on indefinite suspension. Needing money, Walt
takes Gus up on an offer to produce meth in a state-of-the-art laboratory hidden under an industrial laundry.
He convinces Gus to replace him with Jesse. Gus protects Walt, however, and directs the assassins to Hank.
Hank survives the ensuing assassination attempt, but is temporarily paralyzed from the waist down. When the
dealers murder Tomas, Jesse plots revenge, but Walt intervenes by killing the dealers himself. The tension of
working under tighter security creates a rift between Walt and Jesse, and Gus uses the opportunity to bring
Jesse to his side by having Mike train him in hopes of eventually replacing Walt. Walt figures out what Gus is
up to and gives Jesse homemade ricin with which to poison Gus, but Jesse never goes through with it.
Meanwhile, Walt buys the car wash where he used to work and uses it to launder his drug money. Jesse tells
Walt that Gus is vulnerable when he visits Hector in his nursing home. When Gus comes to the nursing home
to kill him, Hector detonates a pipe bomb Walt made, killing both himself and Gus. Walt and Jesse torch the
hidden lab, and Walt calls Skyler to tell her they are safe and that he has "won". After Brock recovers, Jesse
says that the boy had likely been poisoned by accidentally eating Lily of the Valley berries, and Gus was not
responsible; Walt responds that killing Gus was still the right thing to do. Lydia leaks them information on
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where to obtain the required chemicals and in return wants some of the meth to sell to the Czech Republic. A
young boy sees them during one robbery, and Todd Alquist Jesse Plemons , one of the pest control workers,
kills him. Horrified, Jesse and Mike leave the business once they obtain their money from the last meth batch.
Walter leaves the meth business, and the kids return home. The family seems to be in repair, with everything
now finally perfect for Walt. During a family barbecue, Hank leaves to use the bathroom. As he thumbs
through the pages of the book, Hank finds a handwritten dedication: The first half of the season ends with a
cliffhanger as Hank becomes visibly shocked, implying that he has at last come to the realization that Walt is
Heisenberg. Hank accuses Walt of being Heisenberg, which a stunned Walt neither confirms nor denies. Walt
says that his cancer is back and he will likely be dead in six months, making an arrest pointless. Hank says
they can talk if Walt gives up his children, but Walt refuses and tells Hank to "tread lightly". Walt eventually
forces Hank to remain silent by crafting a fake confessional videotape in which he states that Hank is
Heisenberg. Walt buries his money in seven barrels on the Tohajiilee Indian Reservation , and convinces Jesse
to go into a relocation program. While waiting to be picked up, Jesse figures out that Walt poisoned Brock.
Hank approaches Jesse and offers to help bring down Walt. Walt makes arrangements with Jack and his men
to kill Jesse, in exchange for promising to help teach Todd how to cook meth. Walt tries to persuade Skyler
and Walter Jr. He kidnaps Holly, but has a moment of conscience and leaves her to be found and returned. He
calls Skyler, knowing that the police are listening in, and berates her for failing to follow his orders, as a way
of clearing her of involvement in his crimes. Walt then goes into hiding and is sent to live in isolation in New
Hampshire. After several months alone, Walt goes to a local bar, where he calls Walter Jr. Feeling hopeless,
Walt calls the DEA and gives himself up. As he waits for them, however, he sees Gretchen and Elliott on
Charlie Rose dismissing his contributions to Gray Matter, and he is determined to return to Albuquerque to put
things right. When Walter arrives in Albuquerque â€” on his 52nd birthday â€” he intimidates Gretchen and
Elliott into putting his remaining money into a trust fund for Walter Jr. As a token of appreciation, Skyler lets
him see his children one last time. He then arranges to see Lydia, secretly poisoning her with ricin after
learning where Jack has taken Jesse. Walt and Jesse kill Jack and Todd. Walt urges Jesse to kill him, but Jesse
tells him to do it himself. Walt then finds that he has been mortally wounded by a bullet from the machine
gun. He exchanges a knowing nod with Jesse, who escapes the compound. Walt takes a moment to admire the
lab equipment that Jesse had been using, and collapses on the floor, seemingly dying, as the police force
arrives. Gilligan said the character had to be simultaneously loathsome and sympathetic, and that "Bryan alone
was the only actor who could do that, who could pull off that trick. And it is a trick. I have no idea how he
does it. He had the natural red highlights of his hair dyed a regular brown. He collaborated with costume
designer Kathleen Detoro on a wardrobe of mostly neutral green and brown colors to make the character bland
and unremarkable, and worked with makeup artist Frieda Valenzuela to create a mustache he described as
"impotent" and like a "dead caterpillar". Cranston has also repeatedly identified elements in scripts where he
disagreed with how the character was handled, and has gone so far as to call Gilligan directly when he could
not work out disagreements with the episode screenwriters. Walter White is considered to be one of the
greatest and most iconic characters in television history. Seething, burning resentment, the kind that forms not
due to poor treatment but due to an innate knowledge that you, the aggrieved, are better than said treatment,
better than everyone who has somehow gotten the better of you over the years. Every moment Walt spent in
front of a classroom he was thinking about how beneath him it all was. He was a genius; he was meant to be a
millionaire, not this castrated cross between stepping stone and doormat. When you got down to it, Walt
desperately wanted to teach every one Nobody has ever really done that to this extent.
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Walter Hartwell White Sr., also known by his clandestine alias Heisenberg, is a fictional character and the main
protagonist of Breaking www.enganchecubano.com is portrayed by Bryan Cranston.

Will you permit me to say that it was with deep regret that I read in the New York press today a statement
attributed to you saying that you would participate in the Olympic games even if they are held in Germany
under the Hitler regime. I trust you will not think me unduly officious in expressing the hope that this report is
erroneous. I fully realize how great a sacrifice it will be for you to give up the trip to Europe and to forgo the
acclaim which your athletic prowess will unquestionably bring you. I realize equally well how hypocritical it
is for certain Americans to point the finger of scorn at any other country for racial or other kind of bigotry. On
the other hand, it is my firm conviction that the issue of participation in the Olympics, if held in Germany
under the present regime, transcends all other issues. Participation by American athletes, and especially those
of our own race which has suffered more than any other from American race hatred, would, I firmly believe,
do irreparable harm. I take the liberty of sending you a copy of the remarks which I made at a meeting here in
New York, at Mecca Temple, last evening. This sorry world of ours is apparently becoming in a fumbling way
to realize what prejudice against any minority group does not only to other minorities but to the group which
is in power. The very preeminence of American Negro athletes gives them an unparalleled opportunity to
strike a blow at racial bigotry and to make other minority groups conscious of the sameness of their problems
with ours and puts them under the moral obligation to think more clearly and to fight more vigorously against
the wrongs from which we Negroes suffer. But the moral issue involved is, in my opinion, far greater than
immediate or future benefit to the Negro as a race. If the Hitlers and the Mussolinis of the world are successful
it is inevitable that dictatorships based upon prejudice will spread throughout the world, as indeed they are
now spreading. Defeat of dictators before they become too firmly entrenched would, on the other hand, deter
nations which through fear or other unworthy emotions are tending towards dictatorships. Let me make this
quite concrete. Anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and anti-Negro prejudices are growing alarmingly throughout the
United States. Should efforts towards recovery fail, there is no telling where America will go. There are some
people who believe that a proletarian dictatorship will come. I do not believe this will happen and the course
of history clearly indicates that it is not likely to happen. Instead, it is more probable that we would have a
fascist dictatorship. It is also historically true that such reactionary dictatorships pick out the most vulnerable
group as its first victims. In the United States it would be the Negro who would be the chief and first sufferer,
just as the Jews have been made the scapegoats of Hitlerism in Nazi Germany. I have written at greater length
than I had intended at the outset. I hope, however, that you will not take offense at my writing you thus frankly
with the hope that you will take the high stand that we should rise above personal benefit and help strike a
blow at intolerance. I am sure that your stand will be applauded by many people in all parts of the world, as
your participation under the present situation in Germany would alienate many high-minded people who are
awakening to the dangers of intolerance wherever it raises its head.
7: savewalterwhite
Bryan Cranston mocks Trump as 'Breaking Bad's Walter White on 'SNL' Cancel Send. Sent! A link has been sent to your
friend's email address. Posted! A link has been posted to your Facebook feed.

8: Obituary for Walter R. White
The fictional Walter White, played by Emmy-winner Bryan Cranston, is a mild-mannered high school chemistry teacher
who cooks meth and becomes a ruthless drug baron to help support his family after.

9: Breaking Bad - Walter White - AMC
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Walter White Father, Husband & Teacher. My dad is amazing. It's funny, but I didn't know that until I found out he was
going to die. That it was going to happen soon. That it was real.
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